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Opening reviews

BASEL. The first edition of Design
Miami/Basel, which opened yes-
terday, has achieved a double
coup: it is showing some of the
best design pieces to be seen on
the market in the last three months
and has united 17 of the most
high-profile dealers in the auspi-
cious setting of the neo-Gothic
Elisabethen Church, erected
between 1857 and 1865, located
behind the Kunsthalle.

The French art fair FIAC was
the first to combine design works
and contemporary art in 2004.
Then, Design 05 held last
December during Art Basel
Miami Beach was a huge hit.
Now, the Swiss event is hoping to
emulate the success of its Miami
counterpart by bringing together
the right buyers, the best works
and the most striking venue.

The new fair is certainly time-
ly: Lounge Chair (1998) by the
Australian designer Marc
Newson recently sold at auction
at Phillips de Pury in New York
for a stunning $520,000. Jostling
for attention at the Basel event
are some of Paris’s top dealers,
including Patrick Seguin (T3)
who hopes to sell Serge Mouille’s
1956 Saturne Ceiling Lamp for
around €400,000. 

Manhattan gallery Antik (C6)
has a 1933 Aktaeon mask by Axel
Salto at $85,000 while the
Shanghai gallery Contrasts (C4)
is exhibiting giant celadon skittles
by Peter Ting (the gallery
refused to dis-
close the price).
Gabrielle Am-
mann gallery
from Cologne
(C2) has
installed a lac-
quered bench (Iceberg,
2003) by the UK-based star

architect Zaha Hadid, one of an
edition of nine, on sale for around
€40,000. 

Modernist works look more at
home in the concrete foyer theatre
underneath the church. The Vitra
museum, Weil am Rhein, is dis-
playing Prouvé tables on the stair-
case leading down to the theatre.
The museum plans to hold a show
of works by the French designer
next year. 

A Scala light fitting by Poul
Henningsen made for a cinema in
Aarhus in 1955 is on sale for
€38,000 at Dansk Moebelkunst
gallery (T2). The R20th-century
gallery from New York (C8) is
showing bespoke furniture by the
Brazilian Joaquim Tenreiro while
Vittorio Introini’s Judd-like alu-
minium bookcase on sale at
Philippe Denys’s stand (C7) con-
trasts with Galerie Downtown’s
(C5) Nuage coloured bookcase by
Charlotte Perriand (around
€150,000). 

Look out for other star objects
such as a Martin Szekely table at
Kreo gallery (T7), on offer for
€38,000, or a 1968 ornament rep-
resenting a drop of rain by Gino
Marotta on sale for €18,000 at La
Galerie Italienne (T9). The fair
continues until Friday at 2pm. 
Valerie Duponchelle

ZURICH. Art lovers travelling to
Switzerland from abroad to visit
Art Basel teemed around Zurich’s
active scene all of last weekend as
a warm up for the main event,
starting with the Friday launch of
Grieder Contemporary, the new
space opened by Damien Grieder,
which is housed inside his newly
renovated post-war modernist
house in Kusnacht, along the city’s
“Gold Coast”. Reflecting
Grieder’s days as co-founder of
Berlin’s now-closed Galerie
Grieder von Puttkamer, his guests
included the German capital’s
dealers Thilo Wermke and
Matthias Arndt and major collector
Stephan Landwehr, alongside
London collector Charles Asprey
and dealer Henry Alsop. The stun-

ning view of Lake Zurich and a
long-awaited warm evening clear-
ly invigorated his guests. “I
thought I threw the last ones out at
4.30 in the morning,” Grieder says.
“But in the morning I discovered
more of them in the house.”

The next night, the Zurich
Kunsthalle and de Pury
Luxembourg gallery threw
adjoining openings followed by
competing parties. The dinner in
the Zurich Kunsthalle was
framed by a major retrospective
of Los Angeles painter Laura
Owens, and animated by artist
Annelise Coste’s DJing, while
next door newly appointed
Baltic programme director
Jérôme Sans did double duty: he
had co-curated the show, which

included bad-boy artists such as
Kendell Geers and Kader Attia
(see p8), alongside a live tattoo-
ing booth featuring designs from
Wim Delvoye; after dinner, his
band Liquid Architecture enter-

tained the guests.
Sunday was more civil. A

packed brunch at Galerie
Gmurzynska featured work by
Greek artists alongside photo-
graphs of famous artists such as

Jeff Koons, David Hockney and
John Baldessari snapped by Pat
York (wife of actor/collector
Michael York). “We’re going to
be doing a major book of the
photos,” says the gallery’s
Matthias Rastorfer. Meanwhile,
the Kunsthalle-organised
Contemporary Art Day Zurich
took American collectors such as
David Teiger and the Rubells
around Zurich’s best corporate
and private collections before
escorting them to the
Limattstrasse 270 complex of
galleries and museums, finally
depositing them at the home of
powerhouse local collector Maja
Hoffman for a dinner described
by one attendee as “mind-blow-
ingly stylish.” Marc Spiegler

Design Miami/Basel
kicks off in style

Meanwhile in Zurich...

Collectors attracted 
to a bit of rough
Despite the scruffiness, top collectors descend on Liste

BASEL. Despite its designation as
the “Young Art Fair”, Liste 06, in
its 11th year, is the oldest alterna-
tive event around. To keep the fair
fresh, the 59 exhibitors (a third
here for the first time) are only
allowed to attend for three or four
years, and only show artists aged
under 40.

Liste has been a seedbed for
upcoming galleries, and a third of
past Liste exhibitors are now
ensconced in Art Basel, including
London’s trendy Herald Street
Gallery and Hotel. Darren Flook
of Hotel, who is showing in Art
Statements, says he will miss the
informal, fun atmosphere of Liste:
“When we were accepted for Art
Basel I though “oh, that’s wrecked
everything, now I have to sit in the
conference centre instead of hav-
ing beer in the sun at Liste!” 

Others find the deliberate
scruffiness of the fair off-putting,
but it is thought to be the place to
discover emerging names–as long
as you don’t mind tripping over
some of the art or sifting through
a great deal of dross. 

Nonetheless, a posse of major
collectors including Donald and
Mira Rubell, Sue and Michael
Hort, Michel Ringier, Miuccia
Prada and Ethan Westfrank had
clattered up the staircases and
segued around the labyrinthine
corridors yesterday, and business
was reported to be brisk.

This year Liste has built a tent-
annex to accommodate ten new
exhibitors, and add space for the
constantly increasing visitor num-
bers. Unfortunately the pillars sup-
porting the black tent were dis-
tracting and the extra area is awk-
ward, with no chance to stand back
from most of the works of art.

Among the newcomers to the
fair in this section is the Parisian
gallery Cosmic, showing work by
a young British artist, James
Hopkins. The gallery had pre-sold

his original work, Decadence and
Demise, 2006, (€20,000), a mixed
media piece showing a skull with
a globe and disco ball for the
eyes, a line of beer bottles for
teeth and a pair of champagne
bottles for the nose. Also treating
the theme of death was Sinner and
Winner (2006, €8,500) a pearl
necklace in the shape of a skull on
top of a Bible.

Liste certainly offers an interna-
tionally diverse range of galleries:
another first-timer is Guangzhou’s
Vitamin Creative Space showing
Zheng Guogu’s Garden Project,
(2004-06) with plastic flowering
trees surrounding a large plinth
covered in melted wax ($20,000).
From Sweden, Natalia Goldin is
showing very pretty detailed paint-

ings on plexiglass by Anna
Camner. Three out of four were
sold before the fair. 

Poland’s Raster Gallery sold
Zbigniew Rogalski’s Self Portrait,
2005, at the opening of the fair for
€21,500, but the gallery had other
Rogalski works available, as well
as paintings by the equally fashion-
able Polish artist Rafal Bujnowski.
Director Lukasz Gorczyca was
fielding a constant flow of collec-
tors as the fair opened.

At the opening, the Oslo gallery
Standard sold two of the three-edi-
tion The Coffeetableisation of
Everything, 2006, a slab of a book
enshrined in a perspex box but bare
of any other ornament.
Georgina Adam
and Elizabeth Williams

James Hopkins, Decadence and Demise, 2006, with Cosmic Gallery 

Sought after: a desk version of
Saturne Ceiling Lamp by Mouille

Koons, Warhol, and Hirst—as seen by Pat York




